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Elementary pre intermediate placement test answers

Part AI cannot use another language. They don't come, they?they don't have to pay for tickets. He doesn't have to go to Brazil for work. Do you like this DVD? I'm sitting in an armchair now. The exercise is very good. Do you like red? I've never met an actor. His name is Robert. We meet them at 8 o't 'Do you have a car
to meet you?' we don't have butter. They come to the cinema with us. They're from your classical and rock music Spain.Do?Peter at seven. Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, I'll be there for a long time. He eats breakfast. Are you for a week or two? I've seen it before. It's a busy, city. They ever check their emails. They are
at home yesterday. What do you do? I am a student. The phone is ringing: answer it. I don't get up early. Some money here. I play football on weekends. He knows how to spell it. She has hair. Long, dark, long and dark dark, long old their car? Their cars are the largest on the road. We like to see mountains. Steven
visits his parents. Are you from? Is there a pen? My brother is older than I am. Yesterday is a movie in April. Have you been on a winter sports holiday? We live in an apartment. 0% rated 0% found this document useful (0 votes) 1K view 1 page back to topabout support help / FAQ Accessibility Purchase Help AdChoices
Publishers Legal This section allows you to find placement tests to help students find a simple level to use. Each test has 50 questions and one point is available for each correct answer. The level is determined by the number of points the student scores. The first test on this page is a simple case general level test and
contains questions linked to the grammar of the student's book. There are also more detailed tests for beginner/beginner, intermediate/intermediate/advanced level students to help you determine which level is best suited for your class. These have been updated and extended, but are suitable for both the original and
second editions. Click each of the tests below to open a file that contains .zip and answers. Because these deployment tests are Word documents, you can download them and edit the questions to meet your students' language learning requirements, if necessary. Quick Placement Test Beginner and Beginner Placement
Test Pre- and Intermediate Placement Test Select one option for each question and click on the test results to get results and levels (39 questions) We use our own cookies and third-party cookies to analyze our services and display advertisements related to your preferences based on elaborate profiles from your
browsing habits.There are a lot of free practice tests and materials to improve your English skills and prepare you for english exams: KEY (KET), PET, FCE, IELTS, TOEIC®TOEFL iBT™. If you don't know your level, you can start by takeing a level test. Take level test page 2 2
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